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TOOLHANDZ® MECHANICS GLOVES 

 
Santa Fe Springs, CA – Revco Industries’ is ringing in the New Year with the reimagining of 
their popular ToolHandz® series of Black Stallion® mechanic’s gloves. These gloves are marketed for 
their quality and performance with new features and updated looks. The company paid extra attention 
to maintain their renowned Black Stallion® fit and superior flexibility from over 30 years of glove-
making experience. 
 
Revco states the GX100, clad with orange protective guards spanning the back of the hand, is one of 
the best fitting gloves that they have ever designed. Though created as a multitask glove, the GX100 
also features strategically placed heavy-duty reinforcements for work with more rugged tasks. There 
is sufficient padding in the palm to aid in dampening vibration. This glove introduces Revco's 
exclusive BumpPatch™ feature, designed to protect the hand against side impact and offer improved 
comfort while at rest. 
 
Brand new to the series, the GX105, with its exciting appearance and heavy-duty construction, suits 
the oil, gas, and mining industries well. These monstrous looking gloves offer extreme protection 
from bang-ups and falling debris with maximum protective guard coverage on the back of the hand, 
fingers, and thumb. The high contrast yellow-on-black design makes it easy to spot fingers, while the 
amazing flexibility and inner cushioning provide extra protection and comfort. The GX105 has been 
tested to ASTM F1790-05 (backside), ASTM D3884-92, and ASTM D2632. 
  
The complete ToolHandz® series of mechanic's gloves is available now through independent welding 
distributors nationwide. Details and information about Black Stallion® products can be found at 
www.blackstallion.com. 
 
About Revco Industries 
 
Revco Industries, Inc., based in Santa Fe Springs, California, is a leading glove and protective apparel company with over 30 years of 
service to the welding and industrial sectors. The company designs, develops, and distributes a full range of innovative protective wear 
nationwide through welding supply distributors, tool and hardware retailers, and equipment rental dealers. Revco Industries markets its 
products under the umbrella trade name Black Stallion®, which encompasses associated brands such as ToolHandz®, MightyMIG®, 
Tigster® and Hybrid™. As testing and modifications are ongoing in the industry, Revco reserves the right to change recommendations 
as further knowledge is gained. More information about Revco Industries and its products can be found at www.revcoindustries.com. 
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